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Executive Summary  
Council is seeking substantial changes to the proposed framework for the site as outlined in 
this report.  Council holds grave concerns for the future of the Market and the surrounding 
precinct, should the proposed framework proceed in the current or similar form. 
 
While we believe Council and the State Government share similar objectives and we want to 
work together to protect the Market, the proposed scale and form of development is not 
acceptable and won’t deliver those objectives.  Our shared objectives can be achieved with 
the Market in the same location, as you will see in our submission, along with good housing 
and development outcomes.  However, for this to be achieved, the proposed framework 
needs substantial change.  
 
We hold a clear vision for the precinct, established in our Heart of Preston document. Our 
position is informed by multiple rounds of community engagement, expert advice and 
technical studies.  We have assessed the proposed plans against this vision and 
unfortunately, the proposed plans fail to address fundamental aspects of the vision.  Key 
concerns are that the proposed plans:  
 

• Effectively encourage demolition of 80 per cent of the Market, despite its heritage 
value.  This is an unacceptable heritage outcome that has no clear rationale and 
would destroy the heritage significance and identity of Preston Market. 

 
• The proposed development density represents an overdevelopment of the site and is 

unnecessary considering the actual housing need in Darebin.  The proposed density 
would compromise liveability for future residents. The proposed dwelling density of 
423 dwellings per hectare on the site is extraordinary: 100 dwellings per hectare 
denser than Fisherman’s Bend, at an average of 323 dwellings per hectare, and 
Arden Macauley at 330 dwellings per hectare. 
 

• Proposed building heights would result in overshadowing of the existing Preston Oval 
to the South, are not responsive to site constraints or local context, and do not 
represent design excellence. 

 
There has been no commitment to ensure that the Market is an ongoing use on the site, and 
that the diversity, affordability and identity of the market is protected. For this to occur, there 
must be a contractual agreement between the developer/landowner and Council. No such 
agreement has been made. 

While some of the aspects of Council’s vision are reflected in the structure plan many are not 
followed through to implementation through the planning controls, which means they are not 
‘required’ and would be at risk during the future planning and design stages. The planning 
framework also expresses values that are not aligned with those of market users and the 
broader community. It misses the opportunity to build from the foundation the market brings 
to the local community and economy, as well as risking the market by misunderstanding 
what it is that makes it effective.   

We are excited about the potential for development at this site to become a leading example 
of a carbon neutral and circular economy development. We also want the State Government 
to recognise this opportunity and use this site to reflect its own commitments to achieve net 
zero carbon by 2050.  
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• Stronger minimum market size controls including the market is at least the same size 
(including service areas + 1700m2) and a similar number, mix and size of stalls.  

• Stronger heritage controls to allow only minimal change to the market, and change the 
framework plan and heritage guidelines to retain: 
- original parts of the market (including original sheds); 
- current market location and footprint; 
- the heritage space frame roof and tilt-up concrete walls;  
- the sunlit, open and airy feel; and, 
- two cruciform intersections which serve as important community focal points.    

• Council’s position is to retain the market where it is and preserve its heritage fabric.  
Where parts of market must be rebuilt, include stronger controls to protect the identity, 
amenity, access to daylight and airy feel of the market, specifically:     
- includes design guidelines for market within zone controls, not just within the 

structure plan; 
- guide the design of new market streets and public spaces that enable the same 

social function as current cruciform intersections;  
- prohibit vehicular access along market streets;   
- prohibit tall buildings over the market. The market cannot be replaced with a generic 

urban typology that has few streets, private walkways, large blocks, large podium 
buildings, large titles, and a single owner; 

- require public walkways to be at least 12m wide, covered with clear canopies, no 
narrow aisles within a building. Ensure that market streets and open space remain as 
public spaces; and 

- avoid shopping centre or mall style of market design. 

• Demolishing the market by 80% is an unacceptable heritage outcome that has no clear 
rationale and would decimate the heritage significance of Preston Market. It would also 
harm the social and cultural roles of the market, along with its continuity and commercial 
viability.  

• Ensure that the amount of market car parking is maintained and appropriately located:  
- Incorporate Structure Plan Action 26 ‘Maintain at least the same number of car 

parking spaces as currently provided for the existing market’ into the zone as a 
mandatory requirement.  

- Change from a discretionary to a mandatory requirement in the zone that car parking 
must be located underground, where possible. Where this is not technically possible 
parking must be located above ground level and sleeved with active uses.   
 

Market Traders & Operation  
Council Objective: 

The vibrant mix of traders, particularly those from diverse backgrounds, are supported 
before, during and after redevelopment to keep the market accessible, affordable and 
multicultural; which would require the following key elements (Heart of Preston, Objective 2) 
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- include minimum 3-bedroom typology requirements to provide housing for families; 
and  

- add internal amenity standards for new buildings with controls for minimum 
residential daylight and outlook requirements. 

• Create a pedestrian friendly neighbourhood that prioritises cycling and walking, by 
strengthening controls to:  
- improve pedestrian permeability with additional laneways, helping to break the precinct 

into smaller blocks to help create a village of buildings; 
- ensure that vehicle movement is not permitted on primary pedestrian connections; 
- require a continuous north-south pedestrian-only connection from Cramer Street to 

Murray Road, through the market;  
- ensure that changes to transport and movement in the precinct support Cramer Street 

as a ‘people street’; and  
- identify active frontages and uses on key pedestrian connections, including the 

connection through to 421 High Street.  

• Bolster Environmentally Sustainable Development controls to support the State 
Government commitment to zero carbon by 2050, and require (as a ‘must’):  
- certified Green Star ‘Communities’ and ‘Design & As Built’ Assessment that identifies 

the development will achieve a 6-star rating, and a certified average 7-Star NatHERS 
accreditation; 

- ensure the controls are drafted to allow higher ‘current' best practice standards as 
they improve over time; 

- require an ‘all electric site’ and no new gas connections on the site. Ensure the 
precinct becomes a ‘renewable energy power hub that maximises onsite solutions 
such as solar panels, battery storage and microgrid; 

- separate collection glass recycling, hard waste, e-waste, organic and green waste; 
- provide for residential and commercial composting and/or anaerobic digestion and 

encourage urban agriculture facilities within the precinct, where amenity can be 
protected; 

- best practice water sensitive urban design and reduction of impervious services; 
- planting of canopy trees and vegetation to reduce the urban heat island effect, as 

part of the landscape plan requirement; and 
- require minimum electric vehicle charging and bike parking requirements.  

• Improve the provision and design of open space through the following measures: 
- provide at least 10% public open space on site, at multiple key intersections including 

along the main east-west market street; 
- provide an additional financial contribution of up to 8.2% to enhance existing open 

space within the central Preston area; 
- a stronger overshadowing control to meet best practice standards to prevent 

overshadowing of the southern footpath of Cramer Street and Preston Oval Park 
(including informal open space between the Oval and Cramer Street) as measured at 
the winter solstice; and 

- provide design guidelines for open spaces to ensure that they are green, attractive 
and useable by a wide variety of people, including generous public seating.  
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Council’s Heart of Preston document (contained in Attachment 1), details the key objectives 
and elements that must be achieved in order for the Preston Market Precinct to thrive into the 
future.   
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2. Part B – Technical Comments    

Darebin Council has sought technical expert review of the VPA’s plans on market identity and 
heritage, urban design, transport and economics. The key findings of these technical reviews, 
along with Council’s detailed comments are outlined in this section by theme to support 
Council’s submission in Part A. This includes detailed changes sought to the VPA’s proposed 
Planning Scheme Amendment C182 and supporting information.   

2.1. Heritage  

1. It is not uncommon for heritage experts to disagree, and we understand that Council, 
the VPA and Salta may have different views on how the current Preston Market 
building(s) meets the heritage criteria. This is something that can normally be resolved 
at Planning Panel with an independent expert view. For this reason, it is also critical 
that the Advisory Committee includes a heritage expert member.  

2. Notwithstanding that, VPA’s proposal agrees with RBA that the market is of historical 
significance (Criterion A) social significance (Criterion G) and technical significance 
(Criterion F) with the space frame roof being a significant element that covers most of 
the market.  And yet the plans still propose to retain only 20% of the heritage place as 
a ‘representative sample’.  

3. Retaining the location of the fruit and vegetable stalls as the most significant part, in 
comparison to the significance of the rest of the market, has no clear rationale from a 
heritage perspective. It appears convenient that this section overlaps with the location 
where the VPA/developer wants to shift the market. The retention of such a small 
section of the space frame section is considered by Council as only tokenistic and 
would undoubtedly produce a poor heritage outcome. 

Previous studies  

4. Several reports assessing the heritage values or significance of the Preston Market, 
or reviews of other reports, have been prepared as outlined below:  

• Context, Preston Market Heritage Study Volume 1 and Volume 2: Significance, 
2017  

• GJM, Preston Market – Peer Review of Heritage Study Documentation, 2018  

• Executive Director of Heritage Victoria, Recommendation of the Executive Director 
and Assessment of Cultural Heritage Significance, 2019  

• Heritage Council Registrations and Reviews Committee, Determination of the 
Heritage Council: Preston Market, 2019  

• Barry Pearce and David Rayson, Submission to the Heritage Council of Victoria, 
2018  

Two reports were provided to Darebin City Council by RBA Architects and 
Conservation Consultants, with a request to use this Citation for the Preston Market 
planning framework:  

• ‘Preston Market Citation’, dated 28 April 2020  

• ‘Preston Market Heritage Review’, dated 30 March 2020  
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GJM v. RBA heritage assessment 

5. As part of the VPA’s Amendment package, GJM Heritage reviewed the RBA citation 
(28 April 2020) and made a number of changes to the heritage citation and Statement 
of Significance (SoS). 

6. The principal changes to the RBA SoS, recommended by GJM are:  

• Removal of Criterion E relating to aesthetic significance. It only recognises Preston 
Market’s historical, technical and social heritage significance. 

• Reduction of the extent of the proposed HO to exclude the areas identified as being 
of contributory significance.  

7. The section relating to the independent shops was also reworded as they were defined 
by GJM as ‘not contributory’. On the contrary, the original independent shops also 
contribute to the heritage significance of the Preston Market, whilst not to the same 
degree as the spaceframe sections. They should be included in the extent of the 
heritage overlay. 

8. GJM’s work also departs from RBA’s assessment of integrity. Under the heading 
‘Integrity’ in the citation, RBA assessed the Preston Market as being ‘Largely intact’. 
GJM Heritage however added the following: ‘The fruit and vegetable section at the 
Mary Street end of the central walkway demonstrates the highest level of integrity to 
the original form of the spaceframe structure.’ There is no justification provided for this.  

Exclusion of Aesthetic Significance 

9. Whilst the space frame has been appropriately recognised as being of technical 
significance in the amended citation by GJM Heritage, they have removed Criterion E 
(aesthetic significance). Council’s expert heritage advice details exactly why it meets 
this criterion.   

10. The exclusion of Criterion E by GJM Heritage appears to have significant 
consequences for the way heritage has been interpreted in the proposed guidelines. 
The Heritage Design Guidelines for Preston Market and the Incorporated Plan note 
that substantial demolition of significant sections could be undertaken as long as a 
heritage interpretation strategy is implemented.  

11. The space frame itself is only part of the story. The Preston Market was designed by 
the Structural Consortium, a group of three then recent university graduates, in a way 
which reflects a Modernist approach by creating well-planned, free flowing, uncluttered 
and functional spaces.  

12. The aesthetic significance of the Preston Market should is due to it being an early 
example of the Structuralist style and an unusually large-scale use of space framing, 
as there is no comparison in Victoria of such an extensive use of it.  

13. The extensive use of the space framing highlights its advantages – the ability to create 
enclosures that ‘floated’ with limited support and provide highly flexible spaces by 
comparison with traditional shopping complexes. The limited supports are the relatively 
widely spaced metal members with struts that are typically incorporated into the walls 
between the stalls, in conjunction with the external tilt slab concrete walls. 

Potential for change (development)  
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14. The basis for the approach to ‘acceptable change’, as inferred in the various 
Amendment documents, is in part erroneously predicated on the notion that the 
Preston Market does not have any aesthetic significance. 

15. It is crucial to largely retain the following significant elements and key aspects of the 
design and planning of the Market as set out in the following table. 

Element  Discussion  Level of significance  

Space frame  Generally retain. 

 

Significant  

Layout – wide walkways  Retain sense of open air 
walkways  

Significant  

Concrete walls (outer)  Generally retain  Significant  

Independent shops at the 
north end  

Potential to remove the 
independent shop 
buildings but replacement 
sections should be 
integrated in a similar 
manner with the space 
frame sections (for 
instance, employing some 
of the same material 
palette as is the currently 
case)  

Contributory  

16. In terms of the potential for change (development), the following preliminary advice 
was provided by RBA to the Darebin Council in the RBA citation (which noted that 
further assessment would be required for any future proposal):  

• There might be scope to reduce the extent of the Preston Market. As a preliminary 
cautionary estimate, removing up to about 25% of the significant section (with 
space frame roof) might not dramatically affect the significance of the place. This 
is vastly different to VPA’s proposed demolition of 80% of significant heritage 
fabric. 

• GJM has nominated that the fruit and vegetable section of the spaceframe is most 
significant. On the contrary, RBA identify that all parts of the space frame are 
significant even those sections that have not been visible from the outset as they 
have had a suspended ceiling concealing them, that is the air-conditioned food 
halls (meat and delicatessen).  

• It might be possible to relocate the market buildings on the broader site whilst 
(largely) retaining its significance. In order to achieve this outcome, it would be 
necessary to retain as much of the original fabric as possible. However, this would 
need to be further assessed to know if this is possible. Council’s preferred position 
is to keep the market in situ to protect as much significant heritage fabric and layout 
as possible.  
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17. GJM’s proposed heritage design guidelines (‘Heritage Design Guidelines: Preston 
Market”, dated 12 June 2020) are in stark contrast to RBA’s assessment, and are at 
odds with its own stated objectives and key values: 

• ‘To encourage and guide the retention of the identified heritage values of 
Preston Market.  

• To ensure future development respects the heritage fabric of Preston Market.  

• To encourage the provision of opportunities for the identified social values of 
Preston Market to be retained on-site  

• To encourage development that celebrates the unique spaceframe technology.’ 
(emphasis added). 

18. However, under GJM’s proposed guidelines only the eastern section of the extant 
market (currently the fruit and vegetable area) might be retained. This is because GJM 
have nominated it as the most intact section and that it would be sufficiently 
representative if it were the only part of the original market to be retained. According 
to GJM’s objectives, (partial) retention is only to be ‘encouraged’ and not even a given.  

19. In general, the language employed in the ‘Heritage Design Guidelines’ is very open, 
non-obligatory, employing terminology such as ‘should’ (conditional tense) and 
‘promote’ with no explicit requirement to conform to these guidelines.  

20. This (fruit and vegetable) section has an area of approximately 2400m2 whilst the total 
space frame area is approximately 1.2ha (or 12,000 m2). Thus, the section that is being 
proposed to be retained equates to only 20% or one-fifth of the current extent.  

21. It is not justified how retention of only about 20% of the spaceframe, let alone the other 
contributory parts - importantly the middle section of the Centreway on the north 
(between The Strand and Mary Street) where the detailing is the most integrated with 
the adjacent spaceframe section by way of the same fasica, etc. – might ‘celebrate’ 
the spaceframe technology and result in an outcome ‘that respects the heritage fabric 
of the Preston Market’. 

22. The Amendment as it stands – to introduce a heritage overlay but allow for the potential 
(or likely) demolition of all but about 20% of these sections would undoubtedly be a 
poor heritage outcome, and the retention of such a small section of the space frame 
section only tokenistic.  

Loss of Space Frame  

23. Focus on the eastern section seems to have arisen, or be justified, from the additional 
text added to the GJM Heritage amended version of the RBA citation for the Preston 
Market under ‘Integrity’ (p27), where the following text was introduced.  

The fruit and vegetable section at the Mary Street end of the central walkway 
demonstrates the highest level of integrity to the original form of the spaceframe 
structure.9  

24. There is no explanation or rationale provided for how retaining only about 20% of the 
space frame section might be an acceptable outcome.  

25. The integrity of the spaceframe remains consistently intact across the complex. The 
only sections that have been removed are the narrow linking areas which initially 
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extended across the otherwise open walkways (the walkways were later roofed over 
during the late 1980s).   

26. Whilst the integrity of the spaceframe remains generally consistent across the Preston 
Market, its visibility does however vary across the different parts.  

27. Overall there is no basis for the statement that integrity of the spaceframe in the fruit 
and vegetable area is any greater than other parts of the Preston Market, whilst the 
visibility of the spaceframe in this section is amongst the highest. As such, part of the 
rationale for the Heritage Design Guidelines is flawed.  

Loss of Walkways and General Planning  

28. In any context, retention of only 20% of the significant fabric would be a poor outcome, 
and in this case fail to capture the variation of elements across the site and the 
integration of elements and the overall complexity.  

29. Retention of only the eastern (fruit and vegetable) section would result in the loss of 
most of the planning as it would allow for only part of one open walkway section to be 
retained. The ‘general planning including wide walkways’ is a key element that 
contributes to the significance of the site. The open walkways were what distinguished 
the Preston Market from contemporary shopping centres such as Northland (fully 
enclosed, climate controlled) and was integral to the vision of the owners and 
architects/designers. Although the walkways have been covered over in two phases 
(initially tensile structures, subsequently some with Perspex roof cladding), they 
remain integral to the design and character or ambiance of the place.  

30. The walkways and planning has been recognised as a ‘key element’ as assessed by 
RBA and included in the proposed ‘Heritage Design Guidelines for Preston Market’ as 
a ‘key value’ however it could be largely expunged if the draft version of the Framework 
Plan is followed whilst only ‘encouraging’ future development proposals to replicate 
the existing pattern of thoroughfares in a narrow alignment.  

31. Retaining only a short section of one of the main thoroughfares – the east section of 
the main spine of the Centreway – would simply decimate the heritage significance of 
the place. Furthermore, the other main walkway – the Strand which intersects with 
Centreway (at the heart of the complex) would be completely removed. In any 
redevelopment, the majority of these two main thoroughfares should be retained.  

32. The central parts of these two thoroughfares are the main socialising areas of the 
Preston Market in particular:  

• the Centreway – between Mary Street and the Strand,  

• the Strand – between the Centreway and Earle Street.  

By contrast, the fruit and vegetable section is not a principal congregating area as the 
stall holders partly utilise that section of the Centreway.  

Loss of Complexity  

33. The Preston Market is composed of many elements of which the spaceframe is but 
one part, albeit the most distinctive.  

34. The two enclosed food halls are a key element, recognised in GJM Heritage amended 
citation and partly referenced ‘Heritage Design Guidelines for Preston Market’. The 
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proposal as outlined in the Structure Plan would result in the complete removal of both 
these areas. 

35. The design of the food halls, parts of which are extensively glazed, allows for the better 
appreciation of the steel posts and associated struts on which the spaceframe is 
supported as compared to the walls between the various separate outlets. 

Loss of Social Significance 

36. The social significance of the Preston Market has been recognised by all heritage 
consultants who have assessed the heritage values of the place (Context, GJM 
Heritage, RBA). The dynamics of the walkways allow for a range of social interactions 
as indicated in the following image. 

Image 1 – Preston Market, The Strand (looking South) 

 

37. Whilst social significance by its nature is intangible, it is also related to building fabric 
and the ambiance created by it. The potential removal of up to 80% of the fabric of the 
spaceframe section, let alone the other contributory parts of the market (the 
Independent Shops), would inevitably have a negative effect on social significance. To 
suggest otherwise, would be disingenuous. 

38. Whilst policies might be devised to encourage spatial arrangements similar to the 
existing (as in the Heritage Design Guidelines) as a means of facilitating social 
interactions and experiences which currently take place in the Preston Market, there 
can be no guarantee that this will occur or that they can be recreated. Social 
significance cannot be easily transferred or replicated as it typically evolves over time, 
as it has at the Preston Market. 

39. If much of the fabric of the Preston Market was demolished, at the very least, the 
continuum of experience would be broken for some time, possibly irrevocably. 

Incorporated Plan + loss of independent shops 
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innovative approach to codifying the tangible and intangible aspects of Preston 
Market’s unique identity, and social and cultural heritage, and how these may be 
impacted through the planning process. 

45. Council’s endorsed Preston Market Quarter Identity Study (Hello City, 2019) is the 
most holistic of the technical reports commissioned to date on Preston Market – it 
considers aspects of social and cultural heritage, urban design, retail typologies, and 
the social and economic role and function of the market.  

46. It finds that the Market’s unique built and spatial qualities that are important to retain 
include: 

• The same number, types and sizes of stalls in a network of neighbourhood 
blocks with 12m wide streets, and two cruciform intersections. 

• The same sunlit, open and airy feel. 
• Active market streets that are open 24/7 that connect to the broader precinct, 

including along High Street to the station. 

47. In terms of affordability and diversity, it is important that: 

• The vibrant mix of traders from diverse backgrounds are supported before, 
during and after redevelopment. 

• The diversity of independent businesses is retained, with no franchises or 
chains. 

• Security and affordability are provided for traders. 
• Appropriate access and trade conditions are maintained, including during 

redevelopment. 

48. A review of the VPA’s proposed plans by Hello City consultants has been undertaken 
and its findings are outlined in this submission. Overall, Hello City finds:  

• The provisions of the Structure Plan provide an existential threat to the 
continued existence of The Preston Market and are likely to result in poor 
development outcomes. 

• Without changes, the Framework Plan will function as a barrier rather than a 
lever to good development and achieving the stated objective. 

49. Hello City have identified the following three fundamental issues in the Structure Plan 
which make poor outcomes likely: 

• In some areas of the precinct, extreme and inappropriate alterations are 
proposed to the existing subdivision plan (and its associated restrictions). 

• The rate and scope of demolition of existing built form in parts of the existing 
Market precinct are inappropriate. 

• The findings of Hello City’s Preston Market Quarter Identity Study (2019) 
have not been appropriately implemented in the Structure Plan. In some 
areas the structure planning process itself is not able to provide sufficiently 
detailed guidance or protections. 
 

Alterations to the layout and original subdivision of the market 

50. The Preston Market is a neighbourhood of covered market streets, regular streets, 
market sheds and shops. This neighbourhood provides the community with the 
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functions and services of a wet and dry market as well as a regular retail precinct. 
These functions are reflected in the form and typology of the existing precinct.  

51. When it comes time to upgrade buildings or develop underused land, the precinct 
should be treated like any other existing neighbourhood in Australia: 

• new buildings should be built within existing building titles; 
• the streetscape should be treated as public realm and remain largely 

untouched by private development; and  
• new development should reflect the existing neighbourhood as seamlessly as 

possible in terms of built-form fabric, access and land use. 

52. The best way forward is to preserve the existing streets, easements, title boundaries 
and land use within the market quarter and take all possible steps to preserve key 
buildings and uses, as per Figure 1 below. 

Figure 1 – Locations where minor, major or extreme adjustments to the subdivision 
plan are appropriate 
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53. All possible steps should be taken to mitigate the extent, risks and impact of alterations 
to the subdivision plan in the following ways: 

a) Redefine new easements and title boundaries in complete detail and in exact 
alignment immediately (if land lots or streets are erased, make clear exactly 
what will replace them). 

b) Minimise the number of allotments affected. 

c) Minimise the number of streets and access ways affected. 

d) Minimise the area affected in terms of absolute size and in terms of what 
proportion of a particular area or zone is affected. 

e) Make targeted changes. For example, if a change of location is required for a 
specific element such as a street, then change the location of the street but do 
not alter the configuration, cardinal orientation, grain size, length, width, name 
or the size, number or configuration of the adjacent lots. 

f) Avoid changes which consolidate land or increase grain size (i.e. enlarge the 
size of lots, streets and accessways). Privilege changes which keep grain size 
the same or result in finer grain size. 

g) Find ways to compensate key stakeholders for any loss of protections or 
amenity with contributions of land or other appropriate mechanisms. 

54. A number of steps which could mitigate the risk and impact of the alterations to the 
subdivision and associated restrictions have not been taken, including defining the new 
easements and land lots that will replace the streets and land holdings that have been 
erased. 

55. If alterations to the existing subdivision and associated restrictions are made in 
inappropriate areas in the precinct then the impacts should be minimised. The high 
level of uncertainty this approach creates disenfranchises key stakeholders, creates 
unnecessary risk and is highly likely to lead to poor development outcomes which 
impact the identity and function of the market quarter. 

56. The precinct is not a vacant brownfield site. The pace and scope of change needs to 
be carefully managed to avoid unnecessary impacts to the core identity and 
characteristics that define the jobs of the Preston Market, as described in Hello City’s 
original report (2019). 

57. The market area includes existing neighbourhoods and streets with land titles. In the 
market precinct these land parcels have been held for generations and contain well 
established built-form and represent a significant and meaningful cultural and 
economic asset. As the impact of rapid change in this area is significant it needs to be 
sensitively managed. New development should fit within existing lot boundaries and 
have minimal impact on surrounding properties and the street. 

Redesign and rebuilding of existing Preston Market Quarter 

58. Some areas of the site are simple and can be effectively managed by standard 
structure planning processes and methodologies. Other areas of the site require more 
detailed testing, design and evaluation before the impact of decisions and changes 
can be understood. The risks of using the structure planning tool by itself to make key 
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changes in Preston Market is significant and is likely to lead to poor outcomes in terms 
of the character and function of the precinct. 

59. A number of strategic and design decisions have been made in the draft Structure Plan 
which are not consistent with the findings of the Preston Market Quarter Identity Study 
and which will have significant negative impacts on the identity, characteristics, 
meaning and functions that Preston Market currently performs. The following actions 
were specifically identified in the findings as posing a significant risk to the identity and 
function of the market quarter: 

a) Grain size of built-form; enlarging lot size, increasing the size of building 
footprints and making alterations to the existing network of streets and 
accessways in order to accommodate large podium buildings.  

b) Grain size of economic participation; this is directly related to grain size of 
buildings, streets and land holdings and affects the size, wealth and complexity 
of individuals and entities that participate in the economy. The impact of grain 
size is evident in land ownership, business tenancies and their structure that 
shapes both the economy and identity of the market. 

c) Changes to the orientation, number and width of the covered market streets. 
This includes risks associated with lack of clarity about the character, 
ownership, function and built-form of the new market streets (including the 
reconfiguration of Mary Street). 

d) In the proposed configuration The Strand would naturally form the western 
boundary of the market. However, this street has been removed resulting in the 
creation of a significant new boundary condition which affects the entire 
western length of the market and part of the northern edge. This new interface 
will allow possible incompatible development located in adjacent areas to 
merge into the market with significant changes to character, function and 
identity. Removing this street affects grain size and removes a key element of 
the neighbourhood grid, which changes the overall circulation and typology of 
the market quarter. 

e) The massive increase of pedestrian area and change to location, size, and 
relationship of built-form represents a complete change of character, identity 
and function of the precinct. Large pedestrian areas are difficult to activate and 
keep safe outside a shopping centre environment.  

60. The significant risks associated with demolition, and the loss that entails to the 
community in terms of function, logistics, economic access, cultural continuity, 
experience of place, local character and history, have not been sufficiently assessed 
or valued in the Structure Plan. An adequate rationale has not been articulated, or 
strategy articulated to mitigate these risks or compensate for the expected losses. 

Public Accessway Easements  

61. The public easements on title have long been protected through a S173 agreement 
that should not be erased in totality by this amendment. These easements preserve 
the original public access and movement arrangements provided by the former roads 
historically vested in Council being Mary Street, The Strand, Cook Street, The 
Centreway and Earle Street. 
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2.3. Housing  

64. The Amendment (via the Structure Plan and ACZ) seeks to facilitate high rise 
development with a target residential yield of 2,200 new dwellings. This substantially 
overrepresents the amount of residential development needed for the market site and 
is not justified in terms of local housing capacity, nor best practice urban design.  

Sufficient capacity    

65. In terms of housing provision, Darebin’s current housing policies are working well with 
regard to overall supply and are successfully facilitating housing development of a 
variety of types and sizes, increasing housing diversity in line with modelled demand 
and meeting policy objectives for housing diversity and choice (Darebin Housing 
Demand and Supply Analysis, SGS 2020). 

66. In terms of the ability of current planning controls to facilitate housing delivery for 
forecast demand, modelling (of housing demand based on population projections and 
current housing capacity) has shown there is already a substantial amount of housing 
capacity in the LGA, with only a small proportion needing to be developed in each area 
to meet forecast demand (Darebin Housing Demand and Supply Analysis, SGS 2020).  

67. In terms of Preston, there is no need to substantially increase the housing capacity of 
the Preston Market site further than the current controls allow.   

VPA background study  

68. The density recommendations of The Preston Market Planning Review: Planning 
Benchmarks and Tools study (TQ Urban Planning, July 2019 and addendum dated 
October 2019) have been used to set the proposed dwelling yield for the site. The 
recommendations of the study have been based on ‘unmet’ housing demand for the 
Principal Activity Centre which (in brief) has been calculated by subtracting the amount 
of development approved/to be built (in the pipeline) in Preston, as well as the dwelling 
capacity of other strategic sites, from the forecast 2041 demand. The study 
recommends that the Preston Market site should provide the housing to meet the 
residual (unmet) demand, and it aligns the precinct with ‘comparable’ urban renewal 
precincts to justify the proposed density range. A subsequent urban design report for 
the VPA supports the mid-range density level recommended by the TQ Urban Planning 
report (July 2019, addendum Oct 2019).  

69. While the Preston Market Precinct is a significant strategic site that plays an important 
role in delivering housing, the methodology used to arrive at the target dwelling yield 
lacks consideration of important details as well as urban design testing rigour. This 
results in a lack of justification for the target dwelling yield /density. This is discussed 
further in Urban Design section.  

Underestimated capacity elsewhere in the centre 

70. The calculation of projected ‘unmet’ demand for dwellings in the Preston Activity 
Centre to 2041 does not adequately account for development opportunity elsewhere 
in the activity centre, that is, the many infill development opportunities on sites of less 
than 1,000 square metres throughout the centre. And therefore, it’s likely that the 
quantum of ‘unmet demand’ is in actual fact lower than estimated in the TQ Urban 
Planning report (July 2019, addendum Oct 2019).  

Benchmark sites are not comparable  
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… to undertake urban design testing of the potential floorspace/FAR generated 
by the suggested dwelling densities to test potential amenity impacts of the 
scale of development required to deliver the potential dwelling densities. p.2 

 
78. However, the Preston Market Urban Design Report by Architectus (May 2021) for the 

VPA, does not demonstrate rigour in density and urban design testing. It appears that 
the report implements (rather than tests) the mid-range density recommendation of the 
TQ Urban Planning Report (July 2019 and addendum October 2019), albeit with a 
slight refinement to recommended density (423 dw/ha). The report is clear in its 
objective: 

to provide a rationale for the recommended density levels, building heights, 
the arrangement of land uses, connectivity and public open space across the 
site. p.8 (emphasis added)  

 
79. The Architectus report (May 2021) only presents findings of one tested option that is 

consistent with the mid-range recommended by TQ Urban Planning Report. The option 
is based on the VPA’s proposed framework plan, including realignment and 
redevelopment of the market along Mary Street (a design option presented in the 
Preston Market Development Principles and Options Review (Final Report) 2020 
prepared by MGS Architects on behalf of the City of Darebin Council). The density 
presented in the urban design option fails to provide sensitive responses to the 
southern and eastern interfaces in particular. There is an absence of any alternative 
options tested.    

Dwelling diversity  

80. The number of families living in Darebin is expected to increase and thus there is a 
need to ensure that high density dwellings have sufficient space and appropriate 
design to cater to families (Darebin Housing Demand and Supply Analysis, SGS 2020). 

81. A housing demand and supply analysis commissioned for Darebin (SGS, 2020) 
observed the potential for under delivery of three-bedroom dwellings if there is a 
continuation of trends observed between 2011 and 2016 of only a small increase in 
the number of three-bedroom dwellings (based on modelled demand and recent 
development trends). Delivery of three-bedroom dwellings in medium and high-density 
developments would help to ameliorate this trend (Darebin Housing Demand and 
Supply Analysis 2020, SGS). 

82. The Draft Structure Plan includes land use strategy L4, to: ‘Provide approximately 
2,200 higher density dwellings that include: a diversity of dwellings including 
apartments and townhouses with 1, 2 and 3+ bedrooms.’ However, there has been no 
housing diversity report provided in the VPA’s suite of background studies on public 
consultation and there is no dwelling diversity target implemented in the proposed 
ACZ. 

Housing conclusion  

83. Council accepts that the Preston Market site is a strategic location for high density 
housing, however it is seeking a reasonable level of density (and corresponding 
building heights) that is responsive to the local context and best practice urban design.  
A target dwelling density of 330 dwellings per hectare (1,200 dwellings) or less would 
allow for more appropriate urban design outcomes, and the density would still be on 
par with major urban renewal sites, such as Arden McCauley.  
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• Darebin Waste and Recycling Strategy 2020. 
 

89. The Darebin community has high expectations for ESD, and developers in general 
have been willing participants of this change.  Darebin has been requesting ESD 
initiatives in all developments of five or more dwellings since 2009 in conjunction with 
Moreland and Port Phillip councils.     

90. In 2017 the Darebin ESD policy (Clause 22.12) was gazetted following the approval of 
the ESD policy for six councils in 2015.  The policy covers all development of three or 
more dwellings and non-residential development of over 100 square metres.  The 
objectives of the policy include improving energy performance and indoor environment 
quality through well considered natural light and ventilation, reducing water use and 
improving stormwater quality, ensuring car use is minimised, making recycling 
convenient, and encouraging vegetation.  Council is now working with the Council 
Alliance for a Sustainable Built Environment (CASBE) to develop a new and improved 
version of the policy.  

ESD Planning for the Preston Market site 

91. Although the inclusion of green star certified standards (6 Star Green Star 
Communities rating, a 6 Green Star Design & As Built rating and an average 7 Star 
Nationwide House Energy Rating Scheme accreditation) is encouraged, the VPA’s 
proposed suite of planning controls does not address ESD in an integrated way, and 
lacks the necessary planning controls for delivery.  

92. For instance, Structure Plan strategies (B41 to B47) address matters such as: 
renewable energy use and on-site generation; design of buildings to reduce energy 
consumption, including solar access and construction materials; organic waste 
collection; and vegetation selection for climate resilience. However, none of these 
strategies are carried over for direct implementation via the ACZ schedule.  

93. An integrated approach to precinct design and ESD is needed for a site of this scale. 
For example, the location and heights of built form will have implications for the 
capacity of the site to accommodate solar PV (due to overshadowing). Early precinct 
planning needs to take into account the amount and location of solar PV required for 
the site, particularly given the need to balance space needed for roof terraces and 
infrastructure.    

94. Council’s expert in ESD has established objectives, strategies and controls for 
implementation in the Structure Plan and ACZ Schedule, around the following set of 
sustainability themes:  

• zero carbon and energy efficiency;  
• integrated water management and biodiversity;  
• zero waste and circular economy.  

 
95. The following table sets out the proposed changes to the Structure Plan and ACZ 

Schedule to guide the development of the Preston Market precinct. The ACZ Schedule 
should contain a separate section for ESD specific objectives and controls to ensure 
that ESD planning is integrated with master planning, rather than as an afterthought. 
The utilisation of rating tools like Green Star and NatHers (as they evolve and improve 
over time) will ensure both consistency of approach and maintenance of sustainable 
outcomes in the long-term. 
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b) Unreasonable compromises to the quality of the public realm and the experience 
of the market. 

c) Development that is significantly out of character within the Preston Activity Centre, 
requiring multiple podium and tower buildings that are significantly taller than the 
20 storey heights shown on the Framework Plan (Preston Market Expert Opinion 
Urban Design, Hodyl & Co July 2021). 

 
97. Significant reconsideration of the draft Structure Plan and ACZ Schedule is required, 

primarily owing to this critical planning issue and subsequent design flaw. 

Activity centre housing capacity  

98. The methodology used to arrive at the 2,200 dwelling target (Preston Market Planning 
Review: Planning Benchmarks and Tools Benchmarks and Tools, TQ Urban Planning 
July 2019 and addendum Oct 2019) is a demand-driven target, not an assessment of 
what can be accommodated on the site.  

99. It also does not properly take into account the capacity of sites less than 1,000sqm 
(and greater than 300sqm) to deliver housing in the broader Preston Activity Centre. 
The total land area of these sites (shown in Figure 2) is approximately 105,00sqm, with 
the capacity to deliver approximately 2,000 dwellings (assuming densities of 191 
dwellings per hectare, aligned with the densities delivered in the Preston Activity 
Centre between 2006 – 2016) (Hodyl & Co, July 2021). 

100. Redevelopment of sites between 300 and 1,000sqm is highly likely considering that 
local and state planning policies support redevelopment in the centre. It is reasonable 
to assume that some of these sites will be developed by 2041. If 40% of these sites 
were delivered, this would equate to approximately 800 dwellings (Hodyl & Co, July 
2021). 

101. This calls into question the accuracy of the ‘housing gap’ (or ‘unmet demand’) that the 
Amendment seeks for the Preston Market site to meet. The ‘unmet demand’ could 
instead be in the order of 700 - 1,360 dwellings rather than 1,500 - 2,160 dwellings as 
cited in the TQ Planning Benchmarks and Tools Report (2019) (Hodyl & Co, July 
2021). 

Figure 2 – Sites between 300 and 100sqm in the Preston Central Structure Plan 
(2006) Area.  
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Density site constraints  

102. The background reports utilised to inform the Amendment (TQ Urban Planning 2019 
and Architectus 2021) have applied the density benchmark to the whole area of the 
site. This is a flawed approach due to the following specific attributes of the Market 
site: 

• The market footprint is substantial (in the order of 1.4 hectares) and under the draft 
Framework Plan a similar site area is maintained on the site that is not subject to 
housing development above.   
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• The extent of new laneway and street connections required within the site to 
support a high degree of connectivity adjacent to the station and High Street. 

• The sensitive use and interface to the south (public open space) which requires 
protection from overshadowing and therefore a reduction in heights along this 
southern edge below the heights of the benchmarked case studies (Hodyl & Co, 
July 2021). 

103. These specific attributes reduce the developable area of the site for housing and mean 
that it isn't reasonable to apply the density benchmarks to the whole market site.   

104. The result of applying the density benchmark to the whole site, is overestimation of 
density, and (with a similar market area included in the Amendment) density is 
squeezed into the site around the market, and subsequently building heights are 
‘pushed up’.    

Density testing  

105. As recognised by the TQ Planning Benchmarks and Tools report (2019), residential 
densities need to be tested to ensure that a high-quality urban design outcome is 
achievable. However, the Urban Design Report (Architectus, May 2021) does not 
include alternative testing propositions for the site. Rather, it includes a Concept Plan 
which 'translates the land use aspirations for the site into a potential development 
scenario to determine building height and layout' (p59).  

106. There are also serious concerns with the assumptions underpinning design testing in 
the Preston Market Urban Design Report by Architectus, May 2021 (for the VPA). 

107. Between the two background reports (by TQ Planning 2019 and by Architectus 2021), 
there is a significant difference in the amount of Gross Floor Area (GFA) that is adopted 
to deliver the housing targets. The key reason for this difference is the adoption of 
significantly different dwelling diversity scenarios (as defined by number of bedrooms) 
(Hodyl & Co, July 2021). 

108. The TQ Planning report (2019) bases its dwelling diversity scenarios on demographic 
census data or recent market trends - that 70-85% of all dwellings will be two- and 
three-bedroom. Whereas, the Architectus Concept Plan assumes that only 40% of 
dwellings will be two- and three-bedroom, and it is unclear where this assumption has 
been drawn from (Hodyl & Co, July 2021).  

109. This results in a low average dwelling size of 67sqm being adopted for the Architectus 
built form testing. By contrast, the TQ Planning report (2019) identified a median 
apartment size of 82sqm from recent and current sales data in the Preston Activity 
Centre (Hodyl & Co, July 2021).  

110. In other words, the dwelling yield in the urban design modelling by Architectus (May 
2021) is not realistic because it does not reflect projected demographic housing need 
and market patterns in terms of housing size and mix (number of bedrooms) and 
therefore the GFA is understated. As a result of this, the Concept Plan and modelling 
does not accurately demonstrate the scale of buildings required to deliver 2,200 
dwellings on the site (Hodyl & Co, July 2021). 

111. To demonstrate this, if you were to apply the average dwelling size of 82sqm (based 
on recent sales data as per the TQ Planning report 2019), the residential GFA required 
to deliver 2,200 dwellings would be approximately 240,000sqm. This means that the 
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Concept Plan in the Architectus Urban Design Report would be 44,000sqm short of 
the total GFA required. It is estimated that this would be the equivalent of adding 
approximately 15-20 storeys to three of the towers at the northern end of the site to 
reach the dwelling target of 2,200. The impact of this additional yield on the site has 
not been tested (Hodyl & Co, July 2021). 

Maximum density control 

112. The adoption of a dwelling target, rather than a maximum yield control, also means 
that the amount of development on the site could be even greater still if larger 
apartment sizes were adopted. The target is not a maximum, but also reads as a 
minimum number of dwellings sought for the site. There is the likelihood that a 
developer will seek to maximise their yield (and return) on the site by seeking to 
increase both average apartment sizes and the number apartments (Hodyl & Co, July 
2021). 

113. To counter this issue, many renewal sites adopt a maximum density control. This is in 
the form of a maximum number of dwellings per site (measured in dwellings per 
hectare), or a maximum amount of floor area per site (measured as a Floor Area Ratio 
control (Hodyl & Co, July 2021). 

114. A density control has significant benefits which are all applicable to this site, for 
example: 
• It provides certainty on the overall amount of yield on the site for developers, 

government and the community. 
• When set at an appropriate level, it aligns the amount of yield that can be 

accommodated with other design outcomes sought, e.g. new pedestrian links, 
open spaces and overshadowing requirements. 

• It supports well-designed buildings that are sustainable and have high internal 
amenity as developers aren't incentivised to squeeze excess yield on their site that 
results in deeper residential floorplates. 

• It supports a flexible design approach, supporting design excellence and 
innovation. 

• Different bedroom mix scenarios can be explored from a design and feasibility 
perspective without it having detrimental impacts on the overall design quality of 
the site. 

• When set as a cap on residential development, it can be used to incentivise other 
non-residential, employment uses on the site. 

(Hodyl & Co, July 2021).  

115. Further urban design testing is needed to confirm the potential development capacity 
on the site. Taking into account the above considerations (of dwelling mix, dwelling 
size, capacity of sites less than 1000sqm, and Market site characteristics) this is likely 
to be in the order of 1,000 dwellings which would translate as a density of 
approximately 263 dwellings / hectare (if the whole market site of 1.4 hectares was 
retained). 1,000 dwellings would require approximately 110,000sqm of residential 
GFA.  
 

116. Once the testing is complete, the dwelling target should be converted to a Residential 
Floor Area Ratio (FAR). This is likely to be in the order of 3.4:1 (if applied to the 3.2 
hectares of land excluding the market footprint). This FAR should be included in the 
ACZ Schedule as a mandatory maximum.  
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Public realm & open space 

117. Living at higher densities means that the quality and experience of the public realm is 
even more important than at low to medium densities. The 2,200 dwelling yield will 
result in very poor public realm outcomes for the site and surrounding area. 

118. Rigour in further urban design testing will enable a high-quality public realm through 
reduction in overall massing of buildings located at the north of the site (causing 
detrimental overshadowing impacts) and will improve daylight and sunlight access to 
public spaces and the market (Hodyl & Co, July 2021).  

119. There is a limited amount of open space provided for by the Amendment. Considering 
the scale of development proposed and the importance of the Preston Market site as 
a community focal point, a new large open space should be provided on site (Hodyl & 
Co, July 2021).  

120. The performance measures for the public open space do not meet best practice. All 
open space (not just the playing oval) to the south of the site should be protected from 
winter overshadowing, including the space between the oval boundary and Cramer 
Street, which provides important opportunities for recreation (Hodyl & Co, July 2021).  

121. The Amendment (Clause 53.01) requires a minimum of 10% open space contribution, 
and the Structure Plan states that 6% should be delivered on site (rather than cash 
contribution) with at least 25% provided as single consolidated land parcel. This would 
result in an open space with a minimum size of 690m2 (25% x 6% x 4.6 hectares) 
which is inadequate considering the number of residents and visitors who are intended 
to use the site (Hodyl & Co, July 2021).  

122. Public open space (with the exception of key market open spaces and intersections) 
should be provided as a single consolidated space of minimum 1,500sqm with a 
minimum dimension of 30 metres.  

123. The overshadowing protection currently proposed in the ACZ is insufficient and should 
require that a minimum of 50% of the new area is protected from overshadowing at the 
winter solstice between the hours of 10am and 3pm. 

Movement and access  

124. Whilst a high level of pedestrianisation is supported, insufficient consideration has 
been given to the location and configuration of residential buildings and addresses. 
This gives rise to safety concerns associated with long lengths of isolated pedestrian 
alleys surrounded by tall buildings. Access and safety is discussed further in Transport 
and movement section.  

The Concept Plan  

125. The Concept Plan in the Architectus Report (May 2021), and associated 
overshadowing diagrams, is the only demonstration of the Framework Plan being 
spatially tested on the site. It itself illustrates the significant urban design flaws that 
result from a dwelling density target that is too high. These include:  

a) Visually bulky buildings that will be overly dominant within the site and as viewed 
from the surrounding area.  

b) Very large podium floorplates that do not support sustainable, high quality 
residential development nor commercial development (all uses are ‘sleeved’). 
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c) Larger than necessary areas of interior parking that will not be easily adaptable to 
other uses, creating underutilised floor space in an important strategic location. 

d) Long east-west oriented buildings at the northern boundary of the site that diminish 
sunlight access (increase overshadowing impacts) and result in significant number 
of southern facing apartments. 

e) Insufficient separation of buildings that are not able to meet the designated 20 
metre residential building separation.  

f) Minimum laneway widths that will result in a lack of street tree planting.  

(Hodyl & Co, July 2021).  

126. The overshadowing diagrams from the Architectus Report (May 2021) demonstrate 
that the large floorplates, 20 storey building heights and east-west building orientation 
result in significant overshadowing on almost all private and public open space within 
the main market site. This is a highly unacceptable outcome: 
a) Buildings overshadow roof spaces, diminishing the potential for these spaces to be 

used for recreation, and/or for solar PV.  

b) Significant overshadowing of all proposed key open spaces, and all public spaces, 
including streets and laneways, and a lack of sunlight reaching the market.  

c) It does not meet the minimum requirement set out in the draft Structure Plan for 
25% for key open spaces to be in sunlight between 11am-2pm.  At 11am and 2pm 
these spaces are almost completely in shadow. 

d) There is no 'additional public open space' shown on the Concept Plan (as required 
by the Framework Plan) and no opportunity to locate this that will meet the 
overshadowing requirements as specified by the Amendment. 

(Hodyl & Co, July 2021). 

Heights and Character 

127. The assessment of dwelling targets in the TQ Urban Planning benchmarks report 
(2019) does not pay any regard to the existing urban character. While it is accepted 
that the character of the market precinct is subject to substantial change, that does not 
mean that the existing context should be simply ignored. The proposed development 
on the market should enhance the existing character and create a high-quality 
exemplar development for the precinct (Hodyl & Co, July 2021). 

128. The potential character impact (positive or negative) has not been assessed. There 
are no views within the Urban Design Report (Architectus 2021) that demonstrate what 
multiple 20 storey towers will look like in the context of the Preston Activity Centre. The 
majority of views are taken from above (aerial perspectives) or are presented through 
sketches where the view is directed away from the 20 storey tower elements.  

129. Apart from the requirement to meet a dwelling target, there is no discussion as to why 
a podium and tower development typology is the most suitable in this context where 
there are limited example of podium and tower buildings. The majority of views are 
taken from above (aerial perspectives) or are presented through sketches where the 
view is directed away from the 20 storey tower elements (Hodyl & Co, July 2021). 
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130. The Incorporated Plan (2007) nominates preferred heights of 8-10 storeys across most 
of the site. Approvals that have been issued for areas located within Stage 1B and 
Stage 1C of the Incorporated Plan support buildings of 14 storeys and 10 storeys in 
scale along Cramer Street. These heights have in effect been tested through this 
approvals process. However, buildings taller than 14 storeys along Murray Road have 
not been adequately tested by the background studies supporting the Amendment 
(Hodyl & Co, July 2021). 

131. The recent Activity Centres Pilot Program Key Findings Report (DELWP 2018) notes 
that ‘preferred heights’ in planning controls are more commonly exceeded on large 
sites. It is likely that the preferred maximum of 20 storeys will be exceeded. A density 
control (as discussed above) will be the most productive way to manage this impact 
(Hodyl & Co, July 2021). 

132. Considering the insufficient residential GFA modelled in the Urban Design Report (as 
discussed above) it can be assumed that buildings significantly taller than 20 storeys 
would be required to deliver the 2,200 dwelling target. This would result in a 
development scale that is significantly out of character in the Preston Activity Centre 
(Hodyl & Co, July 2021). 

133. Council has undertaken modelling analysis and considers the following to be a more 
appropriate overall building heights, as shown in Figure 3 below – with a maximum 
mandatory overall building heights of: 14 storeys to the north of the precinct along 
Murray Road; 10 storeys to the centre of the site and to south-west corner; and 4-8 
storeys to the south of the site, reducing in height towards Cramer Street with setbacks 
to meet Council’s preferred overshadowing control. This also demonstrates 
appropriate housing and commercial development can occur on the site while retaining 
the market in its current location.  

Figure 3 – Proposed changes to maximum overall building heights 
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2.6. Employment Floor Space  

139. There are conflicts within the employment floor space policies of the ACZ Schedule, 
born out of the fact that the Amendment (Framework Plan) supports majority 
redevelopment of the market.  

140. The Amendment (ACZ Schedule objective) seeks: ‘To provide a diversity of 
employment opportunities and an integration of mixed uses and activities including 
approximately 27,500sqm of retail, entertainment, and other commercial floor space 
and 5,000sqm of office floor space.’  

141. In addition to setting approximate floor space targets, the draft ACZ schedule includes 
an application requirement (‘as appropriate’) for: ‘A retail risk analysis identifying how 
any new retail will complement and integrate with the existing retail of High Street and 
the Preston Market, and not compete and/or detract from them’. 

142. Although commercial floor space (in the order of 20,000sqm) has been shown (in the 
various economic and employment background studies) as needed to match demand 
commensurate with population projections in the Preston Market catchment area, this 
retail target (as per the Amendment’s housing target) has been set by determining that 
unmet retail demand should be met by the market site, rather than simply within the 
catchment area. It is not necessarily the case that the Preston Market site alone needs 
to accommodate 27,500sqm of new commercial floor space.  

143. A retail analysis by SGS (July 2021) commissioned by Council has found that there is 
a risk that new food and grocery floorspace (established as ‘separate’ to the market) 
will compete deleteriously with the Preston Market, undermining its role and function. 
It is recognised that whilst Preston Market retailers nominally offer the same retail 
goods as more traditional retailers, the Market experience is sufficiently different from 
the ‘typical’ retail experience it only partially competes. Given its uniqueness, the 
Market has a much larger customer catchment than a typical retail centre. This implies 
that customers are often willing to bypass more conveniently located retail centres in 
order to access what they regard as a unique Market experience.  

144. Advice from SGS notes, ‘that any loss of the market’s unique retail, social and cultural 
values would mean a corresponding loss in its appeal, a reduction in its capacity to 
draw customers from a wide region, and a shrinking of its customer catchment. In other 
words, loss of its unique values would result in a less differentiated retail offer at the 
Market, meaning that it would compete more closely with other retailers’ (SGS, July 
2021).  

145. Provided the Market retains its uniqueness, new retail floorspace adjacent to the 
Market will not divert expenditure away from its stallholders and retailers. However, 
according to Urban Identity experts, the market will lose the qualities and conditions 
that create this uniqueness under redevelopment supported by the proposed 
Amendment. The implication is that the market’s appeal and point of difference will 
diminish, which puts it in a position of increased competition with new retail on the site, 
and even existing retail (such as supermarkets) in the centre. In other words, a 
gentrified market is likely to compete with additional retail floor space and reduce its 
overall viability. 

146. The Preston Market Fresh Food Market Review by SGS in 2019  
(prepared for Council) considered what makes a suburban fresh food market and a 
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2.7. Transport and movement 

151. Transport and movement experts, Movement and Place Consulting, have been 
engaged by Council to assist in reviewing the Amendment documentation (including 
the background study, Preston Market Traffic and Transport Assessment by Cardno, 
June 2021). Their review (Assessing the Transport Impacts of VPA's Draft Preston 
Market PSP, Movement and Place Consulting 2021) has found flawed assumptions, 
incomplete assessment considerations, and inconsistencies within the Amendment 
ordinance. This undermines the integrity of transport planning for the Preston Market 
site. 

152. The Amendment and supporting documentation fail to demonstrate how positive 
transport and movement outcomes can be achieved with the development outcomes 
supported by the Amendment.  

Local Transport Planning  

153. Council has established strategic transport and movement objectives for the Preston 
activity centre and the municipality as a whole.  

154. Going Places: Darebin Transport Strategy 2007-2027 sets out Council’s long-term 
transport vision. The Strategy prioritises active and public transport modes to limit the 
social and environmental impacts associated with private vehicle use. To implement 
Going Places and its corollary strategies (Darebin Cycling Strategy 2013-2018, 
Walking Strategy 2018-2028 and Safe Travel Strategy 2018-2028), Council has a 
Road Space Management Framework which identifies roads which prioritise vehicle 
and freight movement, and those which prioritise active transport. Supporting this, it 
has also mapped out a Principal Pedestrian Network (PPN) and an investment 
prioritisation framework for future bicycle infrastructure. 

155. Council has also developed more detailed plans for managing ‘people-oriented’ streets 
through its Streets for People program, including Cramer Street, to the south side of 
the Market Precinct. Parts of the Preston Activity Link west of Cramer Street have been 
completed, and it is imperative that the program is completed to attain the full benefits 
of an active transport corridor. Cramer Street has also been designated strategic 
cycling corridor by the State Government. 

156. The Structure Plan shows a lack of due regard for Council’s integrated transport and 
movement vision and objectives, additionally, the Cardno (2021) traffic analysis report 
does not reflect the reality of likely transport demands and corresponding impacts on 
the capacity of surrounding networks. It is therefore likely that the transport impacts of 
the Amendment will not align with local transport planning. As an example, the VPA’s 
Preston Market Framework Plan proposes at least three driveway crossovers at 
Cramer Street (including a signalised intersection); this does not recognise the 
importance of Cramer Street as a people street. It is also noted that Council’s Preston 
Activity Link strategy and plans also dictate that Cramer Street will have a significantly 
reduced role for traffic in future (Movement and Place Consulting, July 2021).     

157. It is important that the Amendment for a single site in Preston is consistent with 
Council’s broader and higher order transport and movement vision for the Preston 
Activity Centre. In particular, there is a need to improve the ease of walking and bike 
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riding to get to and move around the Market Precinct and Activity Centre. This should 
be explicit in the Draft Structure Plan and Amendment.   

Parking  

158. A robust and considered analysis of car parking, as well as the demand for other 
transport modes, needs to be undertaken before a position can be drawn on whether 
reduced parking rates for new commercial and residential development on the site are 
appropriate. The amount of car parking needs to match demand and be thoroughly 
tested, and then incorporated into the controls if a change is needed to current planning 
scheme rates.  

159. The approach to parking is demonstrative of the incomplete approach to transport 
planning for the Amendment, in so far as there is a complete lack of relationship 
between the car parking assessment (Cardno, June 2021)) and the Amendment 
ordinance. Fundamentally, the report halves the car parking provision rate for areas 
within the Principle Public Transport Network (PPTN) without any demonstrated basis. 
This rate underpins all subsequent traffic analyses for the precinct, and yet the 
Amendment does not include a corresponding Parking Overlay that would be required 
to give effect to a reduced parking rate. Thus, there would be no way for such rates to 
be enforced by the Responsible Authority or the Victorian Civil and Administrative 
Tribunal (VCAT).  This creates a paradox which suggests that the traffic analysis report 
submitted with the Amendment documents actually refers to some other amendment 
or proposal (Movement and Place Consulting, July 2021).  

160. It is worth noting that Council’s operational plan for realising its transport goals in 
Preston Central – Preston Transport Implementation Strategy (2020) – cautions 
against reducing parking without making commensurate improvements to pedestrian 
and bicycle infrastructure and public transport services, where current gaps in 
provision are deterring locals from walking, riding a bicycle and taking the bus to 
Preston Market.    

161. Robust and considered analysis is needed of the effects on demand for other transport 
modes and the measures needed to accommodate and encourage the required modal 
shifts (Movement and Place Consulting, July 2021).       

Market parking  

162. To support at least the continued level of patronage and to ensure the Market’s 
economic viability, there needs to be complete assurance that the same amount of 
Market parking will be provided. There is a key inconsistency in the draft Structure Plan 
which states that the same amount of market car parking will be provided for the 
Market, however, there is no corresponding planning control to ensure this. In the 
absence of a control, the application of standard car parking rates will not be sufficient 
to safeguard Market parking. 

163. There is a Section 173 Agreement on the market title that requires 518 car parking 
spaces for the market plus 245 for general use. However, the amount of car parking 
for the market needs to be protected in planning controls as well.  

Electric Vehicles  

164. The Amendment fails to recognise the fundamental mobility transition to electric 
vehicles (EV) that is underway. For instance, the state government is rolling out a 
network of EV charging facilities across Victoria.  
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165. EVs are likely to become the norm within the lifespan of the buildings contemplated for 
the precinct. However, the Amendment does not address future-proofing car parking 
in the Precinct to allow future residents to charge EVs; there is no consideration of the 
space and energy requirements for a scenario where more people drive EVs than not. 
From a transport perspective, the Amendment will not stand the test of time if it does 
not consider and adequately address this step-change in vehicle propulsion 
technology that is underway and will only accelerate. 

166. An opportunity exists to revisit the amount, location and use of all parking on the site, 
so that the efficiency, productivity and capacity of parking can be maximised.  

Bicycle facilities  

167. The Amendment is lacking in its consideration for bicycle facilities. Given the very high 
intensity of development proposed by the Amendment, there will be a need for a 
significant increase in the provision of bicycle facilities and this is recognised in the 
traffic analysis report (Cardno 2021) which notes that the Precinct will rely on bicycle 
riding as a key transport mode. However, the draft ordinance does not address this 
need.  

168. Current research suggests that at least 1 bicycle space per dwelling is required, 
particularly in areas with high levels of bicycle commuting. Thus, there is likely to be a 
need for over 2,200 bicycle parking spaces in the new development (not to mention 
additional bicycle parking needed for visitors to the market and other parts of the 
precinct). Existing VPP provisions (Clause 52.34) apply a standard rate across the 
State that will fall well short of this need. The implication is a significant storage issue 
which could obstruct pedestrian, vehicle and bicycle rider access throughout the site 
(Movement and Place Consulting, July 2021). A lack of well-designed bicycle parking 
also reduces incentive for mode shift and reinforces reliance on private vehicle use. 

169. Clause 52.34 is inadequate for informing bicycle parking for medium or high-density 
developments in major activity centres. The Amendment is lacking the planning 
controls required to meet its own vision for the site. It should include mechanisms for 
statutorily enforcing a higher rate of bicycle facility provision within the Precinct. This 
is necessary to reflect both the strategic positioning of Preston Market Precinct in the 
Structure Plan and Council’s own transport strategies (Movement and Place 
Consulting, July 2021). 

170. The Amendment also does not recognise the uptake of electric bikes, and a 
percentage of bike parking must provide charging points. 

Traffic generation 

171. The Cardno (2021) traffic analysis report for the VPA includes unrealistic assumptions 
about future traffic generation rates from the site, being much lower than can be 
expected. For instance, it assumes that residents’ vehicle use will be only 10% of the 
normal rate in the Saturday peak. The result of artificially low parking supply rates and 
traffic generation rates is that overall traffic volumes have been significantly 
underestimated (Movement and Place Consulting, July 2021).  

172. The Cardno report (2021) predicts that in a typical weekend peak-hour, the entire 
redeveloped site will produce 25% less vehicle movements than the existing market 
does at present. While this could be possible, it is unjustified by the evidence presented 
in the traffic analysis report. To be achieved, the Amendment ordinance would need to 
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include a Parking Overlay and many more robust controls related to movement 
network layout and design, bicycle facilities and parking management.   

Public transport  

173. The traffic generation rates imply that an extremely large shift to using public transport, 
and pedestrian and bicycle networks will occur. However, the Cardno report (2021) 
has not assessed the existing level of public transport service in terms of whether it is 
adequate to support and encourage mode shift away from private vehicle use to the 
extent of the assumptions in the report.  

174. There is no specific analysis in the Cardno report (2021) of the likely demand for other 
transport modes, or the capacity of those networks to support the trips that will be 
generated by the development. Likewise, there are no recommendations or proposed 
improvements for public transport services or active transport infrastructure that would 
be required to meet the demands generated by limiting car use to the levels implied by 
the Cardno (2021) report for the VPA (Movement and Place Consulting, July 2021).  

Level Crossing Removal 

175. The Amendment does not fully take into account the rail and station elevation work 
now under way by the Level Crossing Removal Project (LXRP) that bisects the site 
and will materially change pedestrian, bicycle rider and vehicle access arrangements 
in the area. The Cardno (2021) traffic analysis report does not consider key features 
of the LXRP currently underway (including elevated tracks and new station entrance 
locations). In particular it does not align or integrate with the State’s vision for vehicle, 
pedestrian and bicycle rider access arrangements (Movement and Place Consulting, 
July 2021). 

176. The Market Precinct needs to better integrate with this State infrastructure project in 
order to meet the vision for the area and maximise benefits to the community. 

Crossings and Signalised Intersections 

177. Three signalised intersections and three pedestrian crossings have been nominated 
in the proposed Framework Plan and are proposed under the DCP. Based on the 
information provided with the Amendment, these traffic treatments are not supported 
because there are a number of issues unresolved or not properly attended to by the 
traffic analysis that underpin their need and location. Including in relation to (but not 
limited to) the underestimated amount of vehicle traffic generation from future 
development, proper consideration of service delivery vehicle access, appropriate 
location of access and egress, as well as locational issues such as the proximity of the 
proposed signalised intersection to the bus service on Murray Road, and the proposed 
signalised intersection on Cramer Street, the ‘people street’. 

Movement and access  

178. Preferences for movement and access are contingent on (perceived and real) safety, 
amenity and convenience. The proposed layout for vehicle, bicycle and pedestrian 
movements in and around the Precinct does not recognise or seek to build upon the 
existing layout of pedestrian access of the Market, which is intrinsically oriented to the 
economic performance of adjoining High Street (Movement and Place Consulting, July 
2021).  
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179. The market’s cruciform intersections connect the different market functions and play a 
significant wayfinding role on the site by providing a sense of place. The Centreway is 
sited on an established east-west axes which connects Preston Station and facilitates 
movement to High Street. These connections are not easily moved to the primary east-
west pedestrian thoroughfare that the VPA’s framework plan proposes (Movement and 
Place Consulting, July 2021).   

180. The need to retain The Centreway as a key east-west pedestrian linkage is 
compounded by the Preston Station LXRP response to Preston Market’s existing 
design, which (as shown in Figure 3 below) includes a main pedestrian crossing that 
aligns with the Centreway.  

Figure 3 – Artist Impression of the New Preston Train Station   

 

181. The Framework Plan does not support beneficial outcomes for pedestrian movement 
and access on the site. It supports removal of the existing Market expanse which 
contains well-functioning aspects of the existing pedestrian movement network and 
instead proposes relocated east-west pedestrian connections. The Framework Plan 
supports long laneways (which are made longer because they do not traverse the 
market) that are subject to a canyon effect with high rise buildings to either side. This 
is likely to produce negative outcomes for pedestrian amenity (overshadowing most of 
the day) and safety (real and perceived).  

182. Exacerbating this, the Amendment lacks statutory enforcement of active frontages 
along proposed laneways in the ACZ. As an example, the Port Phillip Planning Scheme 
implements built form controls for active frontages via Schedule 30 to the Design and 
Development Overlay for the Fishermans Bend – Montague Precinct, which includes 
controls such as transparent glazing in areas requiring active frontages. Interfaces for 
long pedestrian accessways should also be housed by active uses, which could be 
controlled through the ACZ Schedule. 

183. The movement network and intersections of the market should be retained and 
connected to the broader Precinct. In particular, The Centreway should be retained as 
a high-amenity east-west pedestrian linkage running from the new Preston Station 
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through the Preston Market Precinct and facilitating movement to High Street 
(Movement and Place Consulting, July 2021).   

184. The ‘additional pedestrian connections’ shown on the Framework Plan, do not align 
with pedestrian access to the market and patterns of movement through and around 
the precinct. The economic vitality of the Market and High Street could be weakened, 
if connections between High Street and Preston Station are diverted or made confusing 
(Movement and Place Consulting, July 2021).  

185. There are insufficient details regarding the layout, access arrangements (in terms of 
deliveries), and entry points for the market in order to assess the movement of 
pedestrians, bicycle riders, and delivery vehicles. Without this detail, the traffic 
modelling is a ‘stab in the dark’, because these aspects will have a direct impact on 
customer decisions about which transport mode to use and which access and egress 
route to take (Movement and Place Consulting, July 2021). 

186. The proposed access and egress points on Murray Road and Cramer Street need to 
be integrated with the current and future aspirations for those streets. For instance, 
key pedestrian entries and exits do seem to not have corresponding road crossing 
priority, and service vehicles are directed onto Cramer Street, compromising its ‘people 
focussed’ role.   

187. It is unclear whether the ‘designated streets’ in the VPA’s Preston Market Framework 
Plan will continue as easements on the market title, which is important both from a 
Road Safety Act perspective and an emergency management perspective. Without 
gazettal as (pedestrian) roads, the streets will not be covered by the Road Safety Act 
1986 and as such, maintenance and safety standards prescribed by the Act will not 
apply. This has implications for preserving pedestrian amenity in the Precinct, safety 
of Victorians and ability to achieve the Draft Structure Plan vision for the site. 

Market Servicing  

188. The Cardno (2021) traffic analysis report did not analyse delivery and service vehicle 
flows for the Market. It is unclear why these were not considered fully, given the 
importance of ensuring easy and safe access to such an important part of the site. 
Without safe and easy access the Preston Market cannot function.  

189. Service and delivery vehicle access arrangements are unclear and could conflict with 
walking and bicycle riding in the Preston Market Precinct. The proposed service lane 
(Mary Lane) might cause conflict with pedestrians and bicycle riders on Cramer Street. 
The Amendment does not seem to consider the specific nature of delivery 
arrangements for a market. Compared to a supermarket, deliveries will be more varied, 
might come in smaller vehicles, and might arrive more frequently, not to mention 
deliveries for shops on High Street. With a crossover on Cramer Street, one might fairly 
assume that delivery vehicles will enter and exit frequently onto Cramer Street, 
threatening its viability as a street for people. 

190. To ensure that the Amendment actually enables the prioritisation of pedestrians and 
bicycle riders, it is necessary to understand how delivery arrangements currently 
function and how they can be adapted to minimise conflict with other street users. 

191. The Amendment (and the ordinance in particular) will need significant improvement to 
achieve effective, efficient and economically productive movement and access 
outcomes for the site. Analysis of the Amendment shows significant concern about the 
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Local policy support for affordable housing  

196. There is strong local policy support for affordable housing provision at this site, 
particularly given the scale and intensity of development proposed. This is evident in 
both the MSS and the Preston Market Incorporated Plan.  

197. Clause 21.03-3 of the scheme (Objective 4 – Affordable and Social Housing) seeks to 
encourage the provision of affordable housing development in identified Substantial 
Housing Change Areas, being the most suitable locations to provide quality affordable 
housing. The Preston Market site is within a substantial change area.  

198. The existing Preston Market Incorporated Plan 2007 states, as an objective:  

To facilitate high density residential development, including affordable housing 
opportunities, above ground floor level. [emphasis added]  

 
Housing need in Darebin  

199. There is a substantial undersupply of affordable housing in Darebin and across 
Melbourne. The planning system has a role in responding to this demand.  

200. Council has undertaken analysis of need for affordable housing in the municipality. 
This accords with the guidance established in the Ministerial Notice.   

201. As at 2016, the undersupply of social housing was 3789 dwellings (6 per cent of all 
dwellings). In order to address this undersupply and respond to future need, an 
additional 480 social housing dwellings per year are needed (between 2018 – 2036). 
This equates to 29 per cent of new housing supply.   

202. In the current funding and legislative framework, this target will not be achieved.   
The private sector has a role in responding to this need. It is not expected to supply all 
social housing dwellings, but should make a contribution to supply. This is now 
enshrined within the Planning and Environment Act 1987 as an objective of planning 
in Victoria.   

203. The following table provides an indication of affordable rent and purchase points in 
Melbourne, as at 2018. This is based upon the income limits established in the 
Governor in Council order.   

Table 3 – Very low, low and moderate incomes table 

 

204. The next table shows the ‘affordability gap’ in Darebin, based on median rental and 
house prices. This is based on the median rent and purchase of apartments (1-2 
bedrooms) and houses (3+ bedrooms) in Darebin in 2017.   

Table 4 - Very low, low and moderate incomes table and affordability gap 
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205. These tables demonstrate that affordable rent and purchase options in Darebin are not 
being delivered. There is a substantial gap, for most income and household groups, 
between what is ‘appropriate’ for their needs (having regard to the ministerial notice) 
and what is being delivered by the market.   

Analysis of the proposed affordable housing controls  

206. The proposed controls are informed by the Preston Market Affordable Housing 
Strategy, which was jointly commissioned by Council and the VPA. This document was 
developed prior to Council establishing its position via the Heart of Preston and the 
recommended contribution (maximum of 10 per cent) no longer represents Council’s 
position (being 20 per cent).  

207. Notwithstanding, the Preston Market Affordable Housing Strategy provides a solid 
foundation for the implementation of affordable housing objectives on the site. Council 
understands that this document has been shared with the landowner. 

208. Council strongly supports the mandatory requirement for the landowner to enter into a 
Section 173 Agreement with Council to secure the delivery of affordable housing. 
Council views this requirement as the appropriate implementation of the state and local 
policy objectives. This requirement is also in alignment with the Preston Market 
Affordable Housing Strategy.   

209. While Council is supportive of this mandatory requirement, Council is concerned that 
this requirement will face scrutiny through the Standing Advisory Committee process. 
Council notes that any affordable housing contribution should have been agreed to by 
the landowner prior to exhibition of the Amendment C182. Council did not have control 
over this, given it is no longer the Planning Authority for the site.  

210. Council therefore submits that agreement in relation to an affordable housing 
contribution must be reached prior to Amendment C182 being approved. This 
contribution must be in the form of a Section 173 agreement. The agreement that is 
reached should then be reflected in the planning controls for the precinct.  

211. With regard to the contribution options proposed in the ACZ schedule, Council submits 
that this should also be resolved prior to the approval of Amendment C182 and only 
the selected option should be included in the planning controls. The current drafting of 
the schedule does not provide certainty as to the amount of affordable housing being 
delivered on the site. Council is particularly concerned by the fourth option, which 
allows for an undefined, alternative method.   

212. For these matters to be resolved, the VPA must meaningfully engage with the 
landowner. As a party to the Section 173 agreement, Council must be involved in these 
discussions. These discussions must, at a minimum, be commenced prior to any 
Standing Advisory Committee process.  
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3. APPENDICES
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Attachment 1 – Heart of Preston Document 













To achieve this, Council has resolved to advocate for:

a) Objective one: Following redevelopment, the market retains its heritage 
significance and unique feel of covered streets, intersections, sheds, stalls and 
small shops that create a place of welcome, exchange and diversity; which would 
require the following key elements:

Identity
i) At least the same number, types and sizes of stalls.

ii)  The same sunlit, open and airy feel and characteristics of the original 
heritage market and not a shopping centre or mall.

iii)  Retains its cruciform intersections, which act as a key focal point, and 
connect to the broader precinct.

iv)  Support the continuation of Preston Market’s existing expanse and extent to 
ensure its current footprint location, fabric and use are retained.

Urban Design & Feasibility
v)  Retains a network of neighbourhood blocks and covered market streets with 

main public walkways at least 12 metres wide.

vi) Has active market streets in the evening and out of hours.

vii)  Provides a wide and inviting street frontage and sense of presence along 
Cramer Street, in a high amenity position opposite upgraded green space 
next to the oval.

viii)  Integrates with existing public open space, including the Preston Oval 
opposite and new and upgraded open spaces as part of the level crossing 
removals and Council open space works.

ix)  Incorporates a safe and active connection from the station through to High 
street that has a high level of market activity.

x)  Has strong public space functionality with generous public seating, and 
market streets that remain open to the public 24/7 and are protected via 
easements.

xi)  The market is not completely surrounded by taller buildings, hidden from view.

Architectural heritage significance 
xii)  The market undergoes minimal change to protect as many significant 

heritage elements as possible.

xiii)  The market retains the same spaceframe roof as a significant heritage element.

xiv) The market retains the same outer concrete walls.

xv) The market retains the same layout and wide, light and airy walkways. 

xvi)  The market’s existing footprint is protected with strong heritage controls 
to ensure the social, cultural, aesthetic, technical and historical features and 
fabric are robustly protected.
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Thank you for providing us with the opportunity to make a submission on VPA’s draft controls for the Preston Market
Precinct. Please refer to the attached detailed Council submission on draft Amendment C182 to the Darebin Planning
Scheme.
 
This submission incorporates Council’s adopted high level submission (already sent to you by the Mayor) into our final
submission with detailed technical comments and requested changes (also endorsed by Council via delegation). We
hope that you will seriously consider our submission, along with community views, and amend the draft framework
accordingly. Officers are very happy to meet with you to discuss the submission in more detail in the following weeks.
 
We look forward to working with you further.
 
Kind regards
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